open-loop controller. The results of these simulations indicate that the linearized quadratic controllers are less sensitive to environmental noise than the others. On the other hand, the results of testing the use of incorrect parameters for the controller design show that the open-loop controllers are best if parameter variations are small, while for large parameter variations the linearized quadratic controllers are better.
SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR SENSOR ARRAYS
Five methods have been developed to process output signals from sensor arrays to improve sensor characteristics. A multielement capacitive force sensor array with nonlinear characteristics and interelement cross talk was used to demonstrate and compare the performance of these methods: 1. Variable Threshold, which calculated a threshold value from a histogram of the data to determine whether the output of each element was due to an input or cross talk; 2. Algebraic Cross-Talk Reduction, which reduced the cross talk between array elements by solving for the input matrix from the input-output relation of the sensor; 3.2 x 2 Edge and Shape Detection, which was adapted from image processing techniques and enhanced the resolution of the sensor output; 4. Deconvolution using FFT; and 5. Artificial Neural Network, which was trained to learn the inverse relation of the sensor transfer function. The ability of these methods to reduce the cross talk seen between sensor elements and more closely estimate the sensor input was studied.
Preprocessing of the sensor output, which consisted of calibration of each element using nonlinear curve fitting, was used to compensate for the nonlinear, nonuniform sensitivity characteristics of the sensor array elements. Postprocessing compensated for the dependency on the number of excited elements.
A comparative study of eight force sensor arrays using a 200 element test set showed that the simpler signal processing methods, Variable Threshold and 2 x 2 Edge and Shape Detection, performed well only for a limited number of input conditions especially when forces were applied through small objects. In general, neither reduced the error in determining total force by more than 30~ The Artificial Neural Network method, the most complicated and computationally intensive method during initial training but simple to implement thereafter, produced superior results for the majority of the input patterns applied to the sensor array, reducing the overall error by 6 to 83% .
All five signal processing techniques reduced the overall errors of the sensor outputs, some more consistently than others. However, when the overall error magnitude was less than 10o70, only the Artificial Neural Network reduced the error consistently, making it the method of choice.
The results of this study showed that sensors having outputs with high error val-ues can be converted into sensors with much lower output error using appropriate signal processing methods. Incorporation of such signal processing methods into sensor arrays allows the use of sensors with less than ideal characteristics. This study concerns development and evaluation of feedback controllers for neural prosthetic systems using Functional Neuromuscular Stimulation (FNS) to restore paralyzed motor functions. Specifically in this dissertation, a comparative study of three feedback controllers for hand-grasp application is carried out. A method is developed to obtain recruitment characteristics of muscles in a multijoint setting, and a multivariable feedback controller is developed for control of end-point forces of a multijoint limb.
In application to hand-grasp control, three controllers, a fixed parameter pulse width modulation (PW) controller, a fixed parameter controller that modulates PW and stimulus period simultaneously (PW + SP), and an adaptive controller with PW modulation (AC), have been compared for their performance merits and implementation costs. Under the loading conditions encountered in hand grasp in a cat hindlimb model, all of the controllers provided stable performance with no steady state error, although their transient response varied depending on the loading conditions. The PW + SP controller had lower control error than the PW controller under all the loading conditions. For isometric torque control, the adaptive controller showed a larger error (36%0-37%0) than the other two controllers. During load transition, the adaptive and the PW + SP controllers yielded about 20% smaller error than the PW controller. Overall, the PW controller is the preferred choice for hand grasp because of its simplicity and inherent robustness. The PW + SP controller may be the best choice for other applications such as standing where rapid response is required.
A method which allows direct calculation of muscle-joint torques based on endpoint force measurements in a planar two-joint limb has been developed. With the method, the recruitment characteristics in terms of joint torques are obtained for the cat tibialis anterior (TA) and the medial gastrocnemius (MG) muscles. The TA muscle produces a torque only at the ankle joint. The calculation errors for the TA muscle at the knee are about 3.0 + 2.1% of torque at the ankle. The MG muscle is found to produce a significant torque at the knee and a larger torque at the ankle, with the ratio of the torque at the ankle to that at the knee ranging from 1.0-2.6, depending on joint ankle. This method provides a means to study the biomechanics of two joint
